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ARTIFICIAL SPHERULITES

H. W. Monso awl J. D. H. DowN llu, Stanford. (Jniaersily,
and Johns Hopkins Uniaersity.

Frc. 1. Spherulite of Strontium Carbonate; x Nicols. X700. I:605. photo_
graphed by H, W. Morse.

of a strontium carbonate sphere between crossed nicols, produced
by allowing 0.5 N sodium carbonate solution to diffuse into pure
10 per cent gelatin sorution containing 0.02 N strontium ctrloiide.
Magnification 700; nearly homogeneous light; I:605.

Such an aggregate is made up of a -ultitod" of fibers radially
arranged. If it is crushed it breaks along radii into acicular tra[_
ments. The indices of fragments are: €: 1.576; a:1.593. The ii_
dices of the spherulite as a whole, measured by the method of
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traversed in the aggregate is a maximum at Lhe center, it there lies

wholly in the direition of the optic axis; and while the phase differ-

"rr.. 
i, a maximum for unit path-length at the periphery, the dis-

tance traversed is there zero. In the figure the maximum bire-

fringence is in the 9th order. Four decreasing orders are visible

between maximum and periphery, where the others are crowded

together and obscured by diffraction efiects.

A discos.ion of the general properties of artificial spherulites and

a detailed analysis of the optical properties of a spherical aggregate

of strontium carbonate will be found in the Amer'i'can Journal

of Science, [5], 23, 42I-46I, MaY, 1932.

Some substances form isotropic, others anisotropic, spherulites,

tive or negative character of the spherulite as a whole. As far as ob-

servation has gone there is no sign of anything "biaxial" in spheru-

lite optics.
The sphere is only one of the many fi'brous aggregate forms which

.un upp"", when precipitation of a slightly soluble substance oc-

proximate dimensions of the aggregate.
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